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where /: T—>R3 is the homeomorphism defined earlier. This F is an

imbedding of S°*T in A4.

It is clear that there is a mapping G: Ri-^Ri such that the asso-

ciated decomposition space of A4 has for its only nondegenerate ele-

ment the disc {x£A4: |x| fkl, x3 = x4 = 0}. The map GF$: S3—>A4

determines an imbedding of X' in 4-space. Therefore we have sup-

ported the claims of the introduction.

Let A be a proper closed subset of S1, and for each tEK let J3(t)

= {zES3: zi=tz2}. Then {irJ3(t): tEK} is a family of pairwise link-

ing circles in A3. By modifying <£, F and G slightly one can imbed the

space of this linkage in A4.
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The purpose of this note is the presentation of a theorem announced

by S. D. Liao [3]. After the submission of this note a different proof,

by Liao, appeared [4]. We shall state

Theorem 1. Let (S1, Sn) denote the circle group operating as a topo-

logical transformation group on the n-sphere. If Mr and Nn~r~l are two

closed, disjoint, invariant submanifolds of (S1, Sn) which have a nonzero

linking number, then if Mr contains no stationary points, it follows that

j^fn—r—i contains all the stationary points.

Actually, Liao stated the theorem for the action of a cyclic group

of prime order, Zp, on the sphere. In that case, it is necessary to as-

sume that the invariant submanifolds are linked mod p, otherwise

the principle of proof is the same. We shall denote the circle group

acting on a locally compact, connected, separable metric space X by

(S1, X). We shall denote by AC A the set of points in X fixed under

the entire group. Throughout this note we shall use Alexander-

Wallace-Spanier cohomology groups with rational coefficients and

closed supports. It is convenient to assume that all spaces are con-

nected. Liao's theorem is an immediate consequence of the following

fixed point theorem.

Theorem 2. Let (S1, Y) and (S1, X) be two transformation groups

and let

_ f. (S\ Y) -> (S1, X)
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be an equivariant mapping. Suppose there is an integer m such that

(i) HiiX;Q)=OforO<i<m,
(ii) H\Y; Q)=0fori>m,
(iii) /*: Hm(X; Q)-^Hm(Y; Q) is nontrivial.

If Y is finite dimensional and FEX is nonvoid, then the transformation

group (S1, Y) also has a stationary point.

Before we go on with the proof of this fixed point theorem, let us

see how it implies the Liao theorem. The submanifold MrES" is

invariant and contains no fixed points by assumption. Let

hrEHTiS"-N"-r-1; Q) be dual to the fundamental class of N"~r-\

The assumption that Mr and A7'"~r_1 are linked is equivalent to the

statement that i*(hr)EHT(MT; Q) is nontrivial, where i* is induced

by the inclusion mapping

i:MT-+Sn - N"-*-1.

We note that H%Mr; Q)=0 for i>r. By the Alexander duality theo-

rem, Hi(S" — Nn~r~1; 0=0 for i<r. We may apply the fixed point

theorem to the transformation groups (S1, Mr) and (S1, S" — -/V"-1""1),

together with the inclusion map. If S" — Arn~r_1 contained a fixed

point, then Mr would also contain a fixed point, which contradicts

the assumption of Liao's theorem.

The proof of the fixed point theorem depends on studying the usual

spectral sequence associated with a transformation group [l; 2]. We

shall not include details on this point, and we suggest the reader con-

sult the appropriate references. Let (Sl, E) denote the circle group

acting freely on a contractable complex E. The projection

p-.E^BiS1)

of E onto the orbit space E/S1 = B(S1) defines a universal bundle

for 51. The space B(S1) is called the classifying space, and its rational

cohomology ring H*(B(X1); Q) is a polynomial ring on a single two

dimensional generator. To any transformation group (S1, X) we

associate an auxiliary transformation group (S1, EXX) by the di-

agonal action. This leads to a diagram

(E X X)/S'

BiS1) X/S1

where a: (EXX)/Sl-*B(Sl) defines a locally trivial fibre bundle with

fibre X. If the transformation group (Sl, X) has a fixed point, q, then

the fibre mapping admits a cross-section. In fact, B(Sl) Xq is a subset
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of (EXX)/S\ On the other hand, if (S\ X) has no fixed points, then

by the Vietoris mapping theorem

pzHUX/S1; Q) =i H%(E X X)/Su, Q).

Note that (S1, X) may have finite isotropy groups without having a

fixed point.

There is an equivariant mapping

f.(S\ Y)-*(S\X)

between the two transformation groups which induces a commutative

diagram

(E X Y)/S1^-^(E X X)/S!

\«i /a

B(S)

which means/ is fibre preserving. Let {Es/(Y)} and {ES/(X)} be

the spectral sequences associated with the fibre bundles a\: (E X Y)/S'

->S(S>) and a: (EXX)/S]->B(S]) respectively. Then

Et'(Y)^H'(B(S1);Q)®H'(Y;Q),

Et'(X)^H(B(Sl);Q) ®h\X;Q),

and the £«,-terms are associated with H*((EXY)/S1; Q) and

H*((EXX)/S1; Q). The mapping/induces a homomorphism between

spectral sequences; /*: {ES/(X) }-*{£'•'( Y)}, and /* has the form

id ®f*:H'(B(S1); Q) ® H'(X; Q) -> H^(B(S1); Q) ® H'(Y; Q).

If we assume there is an integer m satisfying the hypothesis of

Theorem 2, then we assert that E°2m(X)^IP(B(S1); Q)®Hm(X; Q)

consists entirely of permanent cocycles [l] and furthermore the

image of

(id) ®f*:H°(B(S1); Q) ® Hm(X; Q) -* H^(B(S1); Q) <g> Hm(Y; Q)

consists entirely of noncobounding permanent cocycles. Recall that

W(X; Q)=0ior0<i<m,so dr: E°T-m(X)-^ETT-m-T+1(X) must be trivial

for 2fkrfkm. To see that dm+i: £^1(A)-»£^|}'°(A) is also trivial, we

have merely to recall one fact. First of all, the fibre map

al(EX X)/S1^B(S1)

admits a cross-section, which insures us that

a^F^CBtS1); Q) -* //"+'((£ X X)/Su, Q)
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is a monomorphism. This in turn means that

0,m . jn+1,0

dm+l'.Em+lU) —> Em+1    (X)

must be trivial [l]. Now, of course, we see that the image

f*:Hm(X;Q)-^Hm(Y;Q)

consists of noncobounding permanent cocycles in E2)'m(Y). Borel has

pointed out, however, that if f*(hm)EHm(Y; Q) is a permanent co-

cycle, then so is c2'®f*(hm)EEf-m(Y), where c2sEH2'(B(S1); Q) [2].

Again, a permanent cocycle in Ef,m(Y) cannot cobound, since

H*(Y; Q)=0 for i>m. This implies that H2>+m((EXY)/S1; Q)9*0

for all values of 5.

At this point we have reached a contradiction, unless (5l, Y) has a

fixed point, for if (Sl, Y) has no fixed point, then

The contradiction lies in the fact that Y/S1 is finite dimensional.

(For a proof of the latter statement see [5].)

In closing this note we would like to raise two questions in con-

nection with Theorem 1. Under the hypothesis of Theorem 1, does

Mr have to be a rational cohomology sphere? We might drop the

assumption that Mr contains no fixed points. The set of fixed points

FES" is an integral cohomology sphere and a locally orientable

generalized manifold. Can it be shown that Mrf~\F and N"~r~1C\F

are, in some sense, linked in Ft

Note added in proof: In Theorem 2 it is only necessary to assume X

is connected. No such assumption about Y or the fixed point set F

is needed.
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